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The 800-Pound Gorilla of Sales: How to Dominate Your MarketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Smart insight and best practices for achieving sales excellence in any market

	

	The proverbial 800-pound gorilla is the monster in the room that you just can’t ignore, though maybe you want to. In sales, the 800-pound gorilla is that salesperson or company who totally dominates their market, taking more than their fair...
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Ocp: Oracle8I Dba SQL and Pl/SQL Study Guide : Exam 1Z0-001Sybex, 2000
There is high demand and competition for professionals in the Information Technology (IT) industry, and the Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) certification is the hottest credential in the database world. You have made the right decision to pursue certification: Being an OCP will give you a distinct advantage in this highly competitive market....
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Instrumentation and Sensors for the Food Industry, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001
An authoritative and practical guide to the range of instrumentation and sensors available to the food technology professional. Revised to include new developments and techniques, including the development of on-line sensors for immediate analysis and control of production.

The enjoyable, everyday food in an industrialized society relies...
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The IDA Pro Book: The Unofficial Guide to the World's Most Popular DisassemblerNo Starch Press, 2008
No source code? No problem. With IDA Pro, you live  in a source code-optional world. IDA can automatically  analyze the millions of opcodes that make up an executable  and present you with a disassembly. But at that  point, your work is just beginning. With The IDA Pro Book,  you'll learn how to turn that mountain of mnemonics into...
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Online Game Pioneers at WorkApress, 2015

	In this groundbreaking collection of 15 interviews, successful founders of entertainment software companies reflect on their challenges and how they survived. You will learn of the strategies, the sacrifices, the long hours, the commitment, and the dedication to quality that led to their successes but also of the toll that this incredibly...
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Sustainable Energy Production and Consumption: Benefits, Strategies and Environmental CostingSpringer, 2008
This volume is a result of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop that took place in Naples, Italy on July 4 through 7 of 2007. The workshop brought together the top researchers in energy technology, energy analysis, energy economics, and environmental economics from NATO countries, partner countries and Mediterranean Action countries. The book, like...
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Sport (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	Whether it's conkers in the schoolyard, kicking a football in the park, or playing tennis on Wimbledon Centre Court, sport impacts all of our lives. But what is sport and why do we do it? Colin McGinn, renowned philosopher (and kiteboarder), reflects on our love of sport and explores the value it has for us and the part it plays in a life...
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Inside the Minds: Winning Antitrust Strategies - Leading LawyersAspatore Books, 2004
This book provides a broad, yet comprehensive  overview of legal discipline and elements outlining the current shape and future  state of antitrust.

Inside the Minds: Winning Antitrust Strategies is an authoritative,  insider’s perspective on the basic pillars that govern antitrust and...
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Roadmap to mySAP.comPremier Press, 2001
Learn how to put mySAP solutions to work for your company through the use of mySAP Workplace and mySAP Marketplace. Stay a step ahead of the competition by taking advantage of the information provided on the SAPMarkets' components and he CommerceOne initiative for building and deploying e-Marketplaces. Gain a comprehensive understanding of what...
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Requirements EngineeringSpringer, 2004
Written for those who want to develop their knowledge of requirements engineering process, whether practitioners or students.  Using the latest research and driven by practical experience from industry, this book gives useful hints to practitioners on how to write and structure requirements. - Explains the importance of Systems Engineering and the...
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VMware VI and vSphere SDK: Managing the VMware Infrastructure and vSpherePrentice Hall, 2009
Virtualization is not a new concept, but it is changing the computing industry in a profound way. Server virtualization is now #1 on enterprises’ budget lists. According to analysts, it will continue to be the highest impact trend, changing infrastructure and operations through 2012.

Virtualization became popular for two reasons....
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Strategies for Growth in SMEs: The Role of Information and Information SytemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Over the last decade, the rise in the importance of information and
knowledge for business activity has been phenomenal. Globalization
has become a reality and competition is more dynamic (Porter, 1998) as
firms source materials and manufacture goods in many locations, while
innovation is vital for future business growth....
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